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Material properties can be controlled via strain, pressure, chemical composition, or

dimensionality. Nickelates are particularly susceptible due to their strong variations

of the electronic and magnetic properties on such external stimuli. Here, we

analyze the photoinduced dynamics in a single crystalline NdNiO3 film upon

excitation across the electronic gap. Using time-resolved reflectivity and resonant

x-ray diffraction, we show that the pump pulse induces an insulator-to-metal transi-

tion, accompanied by the melting of the charge order. Finally, we compare our

results with similar studies in manganites and show that the same model can be

used to describe the dynamics in nickelates, hinting towards a unified description

of these photoinduced electronic ordering phase transitions. VC 2018 Author(s). All
article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution (CC BY) license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5063530

I. INTRODUCTION

Transition metal oxides often display complex phase diagrams that originate from the tight

interplay between structural, electronic, and magnetic degrees of freedom. The boundaries

of these phase diagrams can be tuned by external stimuli, allowing for an effective control

of the properties of these functional materials. In particular, epitaxial growth of thin films is

commonly used to alter the properties of the bulk material, which leads to the creation of a

2 dimensional electron gas,1 makes a material polar2 or even multiferroic,3 or changes its mag-

netic structure.4 Simple perovskite nickelates RNiO3 (R¼Y or a Lanthanide ion) belong to a

class of materials, which exhibit an insulator-to-metal transition (IMT) (except R¼La) and
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have an antiferromagnetic insulating ground state. They have a small or even negative charge

transfer energy and are considered to belong to charge-transfer insulators.5 The IMT has been

found to be associated with the occurrence of the charge order,6,7 which leads to a monoclinic

structural distortion and an alternation of the size of the NiO6 octahedra. No orbital order has

been found at the Ni sites,8 which is consistent with the non-collinear magnetic structure found

by resonant magnetic x-ray scattering.9 More recently, it has been theoretically predicted that

the charge order is localized in the Ni–O bonds, leading to a splitting of the d8L configuration,

where L is an oxygen ligand hole, to a d8L2 and d8 state10,11 that is associated with the bond

order of enlarged and compressed oxygen octahedra.

The IMT in perovskite nickelates is strongly affected by the chemical composition, strain,

and dimensional confinement or the proximity to other oxide layers.12–15 Nickelates are also

sensitive to impulsive photoexcitation, and different approaches have been taken to control the

electronic or magnetic properties of these materials with short light pulses. The temperature

dependent response in NdNiO3 was studied after photoexcitation of the electronic system,16,17

and different responses were identified in the transient reflectivity signal above and below the

ordering temperature. The melting of the antiferromagnetic order was also investigated by time-

resolved x-ray diffraction.18 The reduction of the magnetic order was shown to be linked to a

rebalance of the charge on the NiO6 sites, and the dynamics of the Ni and Nd ions was found

to be decoupled during this nonthermal process. The resonant excitation of a substrate vibra-

tional mode with mid-infrared pulses also induces interesting dynamics.19,20 Such excitation

leads to ultrafast modification of the strain, and this was shown to trigger the melting of charge

and antiferromagnetic order, as well as the relaxation of the structural distortion, each launched

from the interface with different propagation velocities.21

Recent ultrafast studies of the photoinduced IMT in half-doped manganites proposed a uni-

fied view of the dynamics following photoexcitation of the electronic system. The underlying

electronic order was shown to be destroyed on a fast timescale and to trigger the subsequent

structural dynamics.22 To describe the fluence dependence of the phase transition, a time-

dependent order parameter was introduced. Even though this model nicely describes the data, it

remains to be shown whether this model is applicable to other photoinduced phase transitions

that have a different electronic origin.

In this study, we use the pump-probe approach to explore the photoinduced insulator-to-

metal transition in an epitaxially grown NdNiO3 film after direct excitation of the electronic

system. The sample is excited with short 800 nm pulses, corresponding to a transition across

the gap in the antibonding eg band of nickel.23 The transient dynamics are studied using two

different approaches. The temperature and fluence dependence of the transient reflectivity is

measured at a wavelength of 800 nm, and a more direct view on the time evolution of the long

range charge order is provided by time-resolved resonant x-ray diffraction.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The 60 nm thick NdNiO3 thin film was grown by pulsed laser deposition on a NdGaO3 sub-

strate with (110) surface orientation (using the Pbnm space group) as described elsewhere.24 The

sample was characterized at the X04SA surface diffraction beamline at the Swiss Light Source at

PSI. The charge order can be directly measured by probing reflections of the type (0kl) (in Pbnm
symmetry), with k and l odd, at the Ni K edge resonance.7,8 The ordering temperature measured

via the disappearance of the resonant contribution in the ð01�3Þ is TCO¼ 155 K (Fig. 1), about

50 K below the bulk value and consistent with that of other NdNiO3 thin films.24

The time-resolved x-ray diffraction experiments were carried out at beamline 3 of the

SACLA free electron laser (FEL).25,26 The x-ray energy was set to the Ni K edge, granting sen-

sitivity to the charge ordering pattern in the low temperature phase. The x-ray beam was

focused with a KB mirror system to 50� 40 lm2 (full width at half maximum), and the 800 nm

pump laser was focused to be 250� 250 lm2. Taking into account the incident angles (10� for

the pump laser and 5� for the x-ray probe) of the beams, the footprint of the x-ray beam was

about 2 times smaller than the laser beam, ensuring homogeneous in-plane excitation. The
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diffracted signal was monochromatized with a Cu (111) analyzer by choosing the (222) reflec-

tion that results in 2h � 90� at the nickel K edge and measured using a yttrium aluminum

perovskite (YAP) detector. The energy was optimized to the maximum of the ð01�3Þ reflection

resonance that has a very similar energy dependence to (015) at 8.345 keV.7 Despite being at

resonance, the background remains actually very small because the fluorescence has a different

energy and is therefore suppressed by the analyzer crystal. Because the monochromator (ana-

lyzer) is placed downstream from the I0 monitor, we are, however, very sensitive to the shot-to-

shot intensity jitter of that particular spectral component. The sample temperature was kept at

about 100 K, well below the charge ordering temperature, by means of a nitrogen cryoblower.

Due to the jitter between the pump and probe pulses, the overall time-resolution was about 700

fs, significantly lower than the cross-correlation between the optical pump and the x-ray probe

of 50 fs. Note that a timing diagnostic tool, allowing us to correct for the jitter, was installed at

the beamline in the meantime.27

Time-resolved reflectivity was performed with an 800 nm probe at a repetition rate of

2 kHz, alternating between pumped and unpumped shots, in order to correct for slow drifts in

the laser and electronics. The pump and probe beams were produced by splitting the output of

a regenerative amplifier system seeded by a Ti:S oscillator. The pump was focused to

480� 550 lm2 and the probe to 110� 110 lm2, guaranteeing homogeneous excitation. The

time resolution, measured from the cross-correlation of the two beams in a Ba(BO2)2 crystal,

was about 80 fs. The sample was placed in a cryostat coupled to a close-loop helium compres-

sor, allowing temperature stabilization down to approximately 5 K. The reflectivity was mea-

sured at normal incidence using a fast photodiode and gated by a boxcar integrator.

III. RESULTS

A. Transient optical reflectivity

1. Temperature dependence

The temperature dependence of the 800 nm transient reflectivity changes at a fluence of 0.8

mJ cm�2 is shown in Fig. 2. For the sake of clarity, only a few selected temperatures are dis-

played out of a larger dataset. Very different responses are observed when exciting the sample

above or below TCO. Below the ordering temperature, the reflectivity decreases promptly upon

excitation followed by a slower relaxation towards a metastable state. The reduced reflectivity

originates from a transfer of the spectral weight to lower frequencies linked to the increased

DC conductivity after photo-doping. Above TCO, a slight and prompt increase in reflectivity is

observed and decays within a few hundreds of femtoseconds back to the equilibrium value.

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence upon warming of the ð01�3Þ reflection at resonance (E¼ 8.345 keV). The diffracted inten-

sity is normalized to the value at 100 K, and the vertical line indicates the ordering temperature TCO¼ 155 K, about 50 K

below that of the bulk material.
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This initial increase in reflectivity is consistent with the response of a metallic state,28 but its rapid

recovery resembles the dynamics observed in semi-conductors.29 Finally, an intermediate regime is

observed at the transition temperature with a prompt decrease followed by a slower decrease after

which reflectivity either is constant or recovers, depending on the starting temperature.

This behaviour is best seen when fitting the data with a single exponential relaxation

DR

R
¼ 0:5 � erf

t� t0

r

� �
þ 1

� �
� Ae�

t�t0
s þ c

� �
: (1)

The first part simulates the time-dependent excitation profile with a duration of r¼ 80 fs and

arrival time t0, with erf(x) being the error function. The initial reflectivity change is given by

the amplitude A and the timescale of the recovery by s, and the constant c accounts for the

long-lived transient that lasts well beyond 5 ps. The fitted curves are overlaid to the data in

Fig. 2 (black lines). The fitted parameters are reported in Fig. 3. They all display a sharp dis-

continuity in their respective trend around the critical temperature TCO. In particular, the ampli-

tude A changes its sign at the transition. The recovery slows down as the temperature is

increased in the insulating phase and becomes suddenly extremely fast in the metallic state.

Close to the critical temperature, the fast drop in reflectivity is followed by a further reduction

in reflectivity in a time period of about 0.5 ps and the recovery is suppressed. These additional

features lead to the increased error bars in Fig. 3, visualizing the difficulties in fitting the data

with this simple model. These effects may be caused by the thermalization between co-existing

metallic and insulating domains in the hysteretic window.30 Additionally, the pump penetration

depth is of the order of the film thickness and the top part of the film is thus more excited than

deeper layers. Close to the critical temperature, this increased excitation may trigger the transi-

tion to the high temperature phase and further reduction of reflectivity can also be attributed to

thermalization between melted and unmelted layers. Note that the physical meaning of the

parameters may change at the phase transition, in particular, in the regime where the two

phases coexist. For example, while the time constant s always represents a thermalization time,

it may not always be between the same subsystems, i.e., thermalization between different

domains in the hysteretic window may modify the behavior of this parameter.

It is worth noting that no coherent oscillations are observed in the low temperature phase,

as opposed to the charge ordered manganites.31–33 A structural distortion occurs nonetheless at

the ordering temperature, leading to a lowering of the crystal symmetry from orthorhombic to

monoclinic. In the ultrafast regime, structural dynamics are decoupled between the small atomic

motions within the unit cell and the change in the unit cell shape and/or size.34 The first part is

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the transient reflectivity in NdNiO3. Major changes are observed around the critical

temperature of TCO¼ 150 K. The black lines are fit with Eq. (1).
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generally faster and carried by coherent optical phonons, while the second part is limited by the

speed of sound in the material. In nickelates, the main structural motion involves the expan-

sion/contraction of the oxygen octahedra. This motion is driven by breathing modes, whose fre-

quency cannot be resolved with the experimental time resolution of 80 fs but should eventually

lead to the displacement of the heavier rare-earth ions, at lower frequencies. The amplitude of

the rare-earth displacements during the thermodynamic transition is comparable to that in man-

ganites,35 where a pronounced coherent oscillation is observed upon photoexcitation. The

absence of coherent oscillation at low frequency in the reflectivity is thus puzzling. Several

hypotheses can, however, explain our observations. The phonon may be overdamped, or the

motion of the rare-earth ions may not be strongly coupled to the oxygen octahedral breathing

mode and only follow the slower change of the unit cell involving the monoclinic to ortho-

rhombic transition, which has been reported upon mid-infrared excitation.21 Finally, the rare-

earth motion may only induce small variation of the refractive index. The transient reflectivity

signal would then be very little sensitive to those motions.

A similar pump-probe study at 760 nm has been reported on a 150 nm NdNiO3 film grown

on a (100) silicon substrate, corresponding to the (110) orthorhombic direction.16 In this study,

the reflectivity was found to increase after excitation in both the insulating and the metallic

phases. Moreover, a crossover from a double to a single exponential recovery is observed at the

transition. Our data are thus consistent with the reported behavior in the metallic state but differ

significantly in the ordered phase. This might be caused by the microstructure difference of

films grown on the silicon substrate, which have much larger strain compared to films grown

on orthorhombic perovskite oxides.36 Nickelates are indeed extremely sensitive to strain,15 and

for large strains, it is expected that the films break up in smaller domains.36 The increase in the

number of domain walls, which possibly remain conductive,30 could lead to a different overall

response in the insulating state.

2. Fluence dependence

The fluence dependent transient reflectivity above and below the ordering temperature is

shown in Fig. 4. Panel (a) shows the transient reflectivity at 100 K, well below the ordering

temperature. At low fluence, the prompt intensity drop is followed by a slower relaxation. For

fluences above 2 mJ cm�2, the initial drop saturates to about –10%. At this point, no more

recovery is observed within the first 5 ps and the reflectivity seems actually to drop even further

on longer timescales. Based on the optical properties at 800 nm (1.55 eV) for NdNiO3 grown on

NdGaO3 (110), a 10% reduction in reflectivity is expected when heating through the transi-

tion.37 The saturation of the transient reflectivity drop at this value clearly indicates the comple-

tion of a photoinduced IMT in this material.

For fluences above 1.1 mJ cm�2, the reflectivity drops further on a 0.5 ps timescale. These

dynamics resemble those close to the critical temperature (Fig. 2), possibly indicating the pres-

ence of phase co-existence. Because of the inhomogeneities in the film, it is, indeed, possible

that parts of the film undergo the transition at a lower fluence.

FIG. 3. Parameters from the fit of Eq. (1) to the data in Fig. 2 as a function of temperature. The transition around 150 K is

clearly visible in all three parameters.
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Close to the critical temperature, the fluence needed to induce the transition seems to

decrease. Indeed, the data at 140 K and 150 K of the transient reflectivity (Fig. 2) resemble the

curves around the critical fluence at 100 K. The fluence of 0.8 mJ cm�2 appears to be large

enough to induce the transition at these temperatures. At high temperature, the initial increase

in reflectivity scales linearly with fluence [Fig. 4(b)] and the recovery time of a couple of 100

fs does not show any significant fluence dependence.

The dynamics above the critical fluence resembles closely those observed upon strong reso-

nant excitation of a substrate lattice mode.19 This type of excitation was shown to also induce

the melting of the charge order and the relaxation of the structural distortion, demonstrating a

transition to a metastable state resembling the high temperature phase.20,21 The fact that the

same response is observed here indicates that the same transient state is being induced.

B. Resonant x-ray diffraction

Resonant x-ray diffraction provides a more quantitative and direct view of this IMT, as it

can directly probe the underlying electronic ordering phenomena. In Fig. 5, an energy scan of

the ð01�3Þ forbidden reflection above and below TCO is shown. The reflections of the type (0kl)
with k and l odd are forbidden in the high temperature orthorhombic symmetry and are directly

sensitive to the charge order at resonance in the low temperature phase. For T > TCO and far

FIG. 4. Transient 800 nm reflectivity as a function of fluence for temperature below (100 K) (a) and above (250 K) (b) the

ordering temperature.

FIG. 5. Energy-dependent XRD intensity of the ð01�3Þ forbidden reflection above and below TCO. The intensity is normal-

ized to the maximal intensity of the low temperature scan.
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from the nickel K edge (8.33 keV), the peak intensity is almost zero and the small energy inde-

pendent contribution may originate from a slight distortion of the orthorhombic structure, possi-

bly stabilized by strain. There is also a small contribution from the substrate, possibly multiple

scattering, as verified by measuring a bare NdGaO3 crystal. At resonance, there is a small

orbital contribution left as studied in detail in Ref. 8. Below TCO, the resonant contribution is

significantly enhanced due to the charge ordering at the NiO6 octahedra.7,8 The high tempera-

ture contribution to the reflection intensity is about 25% to the one at 100 K.

The dynamics of the ð01�3Þ reflection as a function of time is shown in Fig. 6(a). As stated

in Sec. II, this reflection at resonance is a direct measure of the long-range order of the charge

order. A fast reduction of intensity is observed immediately after photo-excitation with the

pump pulse, evidencing a prompt reduction of the charge order. Above 3.3 mJ cm�2, the inten-

sity drop saturates to about 30% of its maximum intensity. This corresponds closely to the

remaining diffraction intensity observed in the high temperature phase (Fig. 5), demonstrating

the complete melting of the charge ordered state.

In Fig. 6(b), the intensity drop averaged between 4 and 6 ps is plotted as a function of the

incoming fluence. In the equilibrium phase, the enhanced resonant contribution of this forbidden

peak is an order parameter of the charge ordered phase. Assuming that the electronic system

has thermalized, the transient intensity of ð01�3Þ can be considered as a valid order parameter

square of the electronic order. The intensity of the reflection as a function of fluence is thus

described with a continuous Landau-like order parameter, a model based on the description of

the charge order dynamics in a manganite.22 As the excitation depth (�50 nm) is comparable to

the film thickness and is much smaller than the x-ray penetration length, we account for the

depth-dependent excitation profile by splitting the sample in N¼ 60 layers. Each layer contrib-

utes to the diffracted intensity according to its excitation density ni ¼ n0e�z=z0 , where z0 is the

penetration depth of the laser. The diffracted intensity is then given by

I ¼ g2; with g ¼ 1

N

XN

i

1� ni

nc

� �c

; if ni < nc

0; otherwise:

8><
>: (2)

An additional scaling factor and an offset are used to account for the remaining intensity at

high temperature and are taken from the intensity above and below the ordering temperature in

FIG. 6. (a) Time dependence of the ð01�3Þ reflection after excitation with 800 nm pulses at 100 K. The horizontal dashed

line indicates the intensity of the peak above the ordering temperature. (b) Average normalized intensity between 4 and 6

ps as a function of fluence. The black arrow indicates the fluence corresponding to the critical energy density at the surface

(fc¼ 2.5 mJ cm�2). (c) Average reflectivity drops at early and later times after excitation. The data are fitted with Eq. (2).
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Fig. 5. The fit yields a critical energy density nc of¼ 343 6 7 J cm�3 and an exponent c
of¼ 0.15 6 0.02. In Fig. 6(c), the reflectivity drop extracted from Fig. 4(a) is reported for early

and later delays after excitation. Just after excitation, the reflectivity drop is linear. At later

delays, its response qualitatively resembles that of the charge order. The fit of these curves with

Eq. (2) yields a critical energy density of nc¼ 165 6 5 J cm�3 and c¼ 0.18 6 0.02. The differ-

ence between the critical energy densities found for the two experiments may be intriguing.

The critical energy density in the optical experiment corresponds to a critical fluence at the sur-

face of 1.2 mJ cm�2, which is compatible with that found for the melting of the magnetic

order.18 The critical energy density for the melting of the charge order is approximately twice

as large. The determination and comparison of fluences across different experiments are, how-

ever, a challenging task, as the uncertainties in the laser power and beam size measurements

can be quite large. Moreover, the different pump pulse duration may also be responsible for

these differences.

In manganites, the photoinduced melting of the charge order and its associated dynamics

were successfully described with a time-dependent order parameter.22 Starting from Eq. (2), we

account for the electron-lattice thermalization by considering the time-evolution of the energy

deposited in the electronic system: ni ! ni(t). Indeed after excitation, the excess energy dissi-

pates into the lattice until a common temperature is reached. Below the critical energy density

nc, this dissipation leads to a partial recovery of the charge order and its order parameter.

Above nc, the transition occurs and the system remains trapped in an electronically disordered

metastable state. It was proposed that this description could apply to other photoinduced transi-

tions as well. We have thus applied this model to the case of nickelates. We have considered

the empirical evolving energy density ni(t) that was also used for the manganites22

niðtÞ ¼ ðni0 � ancÞe�t=s þ anc; (3)

with

a ¼ 1� 1� ni0

nc

� �2c

(4)

where ni0 is the energy deposited by the laser at t¼ 0 in layer i, s is the timescale of the ther-

malization, and c is a parameter that determines the amount of order in the metastable state.

This model is a time-dependent generalization of the model proposed in Eq. (2), where a partial

exponential relaxation with time constant s is considered. Only three free parameters are used

to fit all curves simultaneously (nc, s, and c), and the resulting fits are overlaid to the data in

Fig. 6(a). The fit results in very similar values for the parameters nc and c compared to Eq. (2)

(nc¼ 349 6 3 Jcm�3; c ¼ 0.168 6 0.006). The time constant is found to be s ¼ 0.53 6 0.09 ps,

of the order of the time resolution of the experiment. From the reasonable good agreement

between the model and the data, we conclude that the time-dependent order parameter model

also describes the melting of charge order in nickelates, despite the different electronic origins

of the phase transitions and very different conductivity changes in the static case. Note that

whereas the electronic phase transition in half doped manganites is accompanied by charge and

orbital ordering phenomena, the orbital degree of freedom does not play a crucial role in nick-

elates. Therefore, this behaviour hints at a possible universality of the time dependent order

parameter approach.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have shown that the temperature-dependent phase transition is clearly

identifiable in the reflectivity changes. The transient response is consistent with an insulating

phase at low temperature and with a metallic state above the ordering temperature. The

fluence-dependent transient reflectivity reveals the completion of a photoinduced insulator-to-

metal transition above a certain threshold. A detailed investigation of the charge order dynamics

064501-8 Esposito et al. Struct. Dyn. 5, 064501 (2018)



with resonant x-ray diffraction shows indeed a melting of the charge order above a critical flu-

ence, confirming the photoinduced phase transition. The description of the data with a time-

dependent order parameter model demonstrated that, as for manganites, these dynamics can be

well described using exclusively the absorbed energy.
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